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We ‘Unhook’

 Maternity Bras 
…bravo
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The risks to you and bub from not 
wearing the right maternity bra at each 
stage of pregnancy

Many Mum’s experiences and latest research suggests there are important 
reasons why finding the right maternity bra is crucial for the well-being of 
you and your precious newborn. Often made from cheap, itchy fabrics with 
irritating seams, standard bras can be uncomfortable on any given day. 
During pregnancy, this discomfort is heightened. In order to reduce stress 
and pain it is vital to find a bra made from soft, natural material.  
A good maternity bra should be comfortable enough to sleep in!
 
A more sober reason to avoid traditional bras is that underwire restricts the 
diaphragm region, preventing it from expanding correctly. A well-functioning 
maternity bra allows room for the belly to grow. Underwires also put 
pressure on milk ducts and tender breast tissue, potentially blocking milk 
flow and causing infection, which in turn interrupts breastfeeding.
Maternity bras offer supportive wide straps, helping minimise back pain, 
as well as soft, protective cups. They will have either more rows of clasps 
than usual or a flexible fabric to allow for comfortable growth. However, this 
doesn’t have to mean giving up feeling sexy. 

Being pregnant shouldn’t mean sacrificing looking and feeling fantastic 
every step of the way!
 

 

https://www.babycenter.com/404_is-it-safe-to-wear-an-underwire-bra-during-pregnancy_10337030.bc
https://www.breastfeeding.asn.au/bf-info/your-baby-arrives/choosing-maternity-bra
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How a maternity bra can impact your 
breastmilk?

In order to help produce healthy breastmilk, your bra needs to:

1.  Be a comfortable and snug fit to ensure your glands and milk ducts are in 
the best condition to produce good quality fresh breast milk.

2. Breathable fabric to keep you at optimum temperature without being too 
hot or too cold.

3. Practical for its purpose. When you are breast feeding, having a bra that 
is easy to help your baby latch on, for example, bras that can be easily pulled 
across or have drop cups.

4. Have fabric flexibility. Your breasts are constantly changing in size before, 
during and after feeding, so a standard cup size will not fit, you need to look 
out for fabric that grows with you.

HANDY TIP: You should always have at least 3 bras… one to wear today,  
one in the draw for tomorrow and one in the wash from yesterday... Repeat!
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While every woman has their own unique pregnancy journey, there are some 
commonalities like hormonal and weight changes that are inevitable to prepare 
your body for breastfeeding. The dramatic growth rate means you would 
be purchasing a new bra every 3-4 weeks if you were using traditional bras. 
Always purchase bras with fabric that is flexible enough to change with you.

There are vital health benefits to having a well-fitting maternity bra. As gland 
tissues grow throughout pregnancy and breastfeeding, your breasts need 
a consistent snug fit to allow the milk ducts to grow correctly without being 
constricted. Effective support also helps to reduce stretch marks by avoiding 
sagging breasts. 

Once you give birth, your breasts will enlarge again, due to the lactiferous 
glands which are essentially accumulated milk and milk ducts. Your breasts 
will continue to change as you breastfeed, depending on when you feed your 
baby and how quickly they reproduce their milk. Every woman is unique in this 
process and every one will grow at a different pace.

Your breast size will change dramatically throughout your pregnancy, that is
why a bra with a standard cup size will never be the perfect fit. You will go
through a growth phase, where your gland tissues will grow as they become
prepared for the production of milk.
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The BRAnd new journey  
for every maternity  
bra you’ll need… 

Each stage of pregnancy brings evolving needs for your body… 
We have created an easy guide to help you through any queries you may have 
and successfully navigate through your maternity bra decisions.

These bras are designed for your health, comfort, support and healthy 
breast milk production. The fabrics used are super comfortable, expand with 
your growing body, ultra-breathable and soft on delicate breast tissue. The 
innovative UGrow™ technology incorporated in some key products, provides 
the perfect fit at all stages for your growing body.

TIP: Wearing a supportive and well fitted maternity bra can also help to 
reduce the stretching of tissue which can contribute to sagging or shape  
change in breasts.
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New Beginnings Pregnancy Crop Top Bra 
• Unique knit expands up to three sizes, 
   gently supporting you along the pregnancy  
   journey from Day 1! 
• Perfect for sleeping
• Pack this one in your hospital bag!!

New Beginnings Everyday Maternity Bra 
• Your everyday must have bra
• Undeniable comfort with wirefree, 
   supportive cups and breathable fabric
• Drop-down clasps offer easy one-handed 
   access while breastfeeding  
• UGrow™ fabric technology.

New Beginnings Diamond Breastfeeding Bra
• This bra has all the comfort and support of 
   classic styles, with a chic design that 
   includes seamless cups making it invisible 
   under clothing
• Features a wire-free frame, drop-down 
   clasps and  UGrow™ fabric technology.

New Beginnings Active Maternity Bra 
• It’s comfy enough to sleep in, yet strong 
   enough to support light exercise
• This style incorporates UGrow™ 
   technology with classic design ensuring 
   it grows with you throughout all stages of 
   your pregnancy.

8-9
months
pregnant

6+
months
pregnant

Early
Pregnancy

baby is
3+

months

New Beginnings Transition Bra 
• Breastfeeding could not be easier with the - 
   no hooks, no clasps and a cross front design 
   This low fuss style is perfect for the 
   weaning stage
• Seamless and breathable design with an 
   elasticated band for medium support
• Suitable for mum when bub is 3 months +.

9+
months

pregnant

Your bra timeline

https://www.newbeginnings.com.au/collections/maternity-bras/products/diamond-breastfeeding-bra-ugrow?variant=31375778691
https://www.newbeginnings.com.au/collections/maternity-bras/products/transition-bra-for-everyday-use-and-comfort-when-starting-to-wean-your-baby?variant=19083742478390
https://www.newbeginnings.com.au/collections/maternity-bras/products/active-maternity-bra-ugrow?variant=15711091779
https://www.newbeginnings.com.au/collections/maternity-bras/products/pregnancy-crop-top-bra-ugrow?variant=8727400195
https://www.newbeginnings.com.au/collections/maternity-bras/products/everyday-maternity-bra?variant=34732371139
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Maternity Bra Checklist

Here is your quick checklist to ensure your bras are supporting you in 
producing healthy breastmilk.

Your maternity bra should       

Be comfortable and fit perfectly to 
ensure your glands and milk ducts 
are in the best condition to produce 
good quality fresh breast milk.

Breathable to keep you at optimum 
temperature without being too hot 
or too cold.

Practical for its purpose. When you 
are breast feeding, having a bra 
that is easy to help your baby latch 
on, like for example, can be easily 
pulled across or have drop cups.

Have fabric flexibility. Your breasts 
are constantly changing in size 
before, during and after feeding, so 
a cup size will not fit, you need to 
look out for UGrow™ fabric.
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Why New Beginnings?

Now you know all the secrets to maternity bras and what to look for as you 
travel the pregnancy journey. New Beginnings are maternity bra experts, so 
you can trust us to provide you with affordable, durable, and stylish pieces 
that you won’t want to take off. 
Check out our website for a closer look at the wide range of  
innovative maternity and baby products we have to offer, and keep up to date 
with the latest products and maternity tips.
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https://www.newbeginnings.com.au/

